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ated outside of their ranks. The Land League was
organised by parishes, - and each naturally chose a
priest as its president: though very often the curate
was active while his senior stood aside. In a hundred
places some priest was an indispensable leader in the
struggle to " keep a firm grip of the land."
Yet on the whole, the effect of the revolution was
to dethrone the clergy. A member of Parliament
became as important as a bishop. Hitherto when a
parish had demands to make, for a pier to be built,
a road to be constructed, or the like, the priest was the
channel through which all went forward, and with him
Dublin Castle dealt. Now, the local member took on
this work and had effective means of pressing it.
There was in the higher circles of the Church some
distaste for Parnell; and when proposal was made to
start- a national subscription to clear ..his estate of
mortgage, official disapproval was expressed. The
result was to treble the rate of subscription. These
slights were felt, and when the break-up of ParnelTs
party came, the Church turned on those who supported
him. Authority was strained, and abused. One very
able member of the Parnellite group owned a local
newspaper: the bishop of his diocese declared it a
mortal sin to buy, sell, or read a copy of it. The
owner himself was for years debarred from the sacra-
ments. This phase passed: and later Redmond,
leader of the Parnellites, became leader of the whole
Nationalist organisation. He, like his colleague, the
newspaper owner, remained a devout Catholic: and,
was in close working touch with the hierarchy. But a
distrust of the clerical power in politics has been
general among Irish laymen throughout the present
century. This was not lessened by the fact that the
clerical influence contributed very largely to Red-
mond's personal defeat, and to that of the party
which he had led.
In the later stages of the revolution the Church
found itself embarrassed by the guerilla war.   The

